FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Larger Linear Gate Operators Now
Include Enhanced APeX Controllers
Carlsbad, Calif. (June 16, 2011) – Linear LLC, the leading supplier of electronic
products for a host of residential and commercial applications, announces that its
industry-leading APeX™ Controller is now included in its large barrier gate and
industrial swing and slide gate operators.
Linear’s APeX controller technology now offers installers the familiar, easy-to-use
features in the following operators: BGU, BGU-D, BGUS and BGUS-D, and SG
parking and vehicle control barrier gates; HSLG, GSLG-A, VS-GSLG commercial
and industrial slide gates; SWG and VS-GSWG commercial and industrial swing
gates.
Since the introduction in 2008 of the APeX Controller, Linear’s gate operators
have become known for reliability, flexibility, and simplicity. The APeX Controller
allows for smoother integration between the gate operator and access control
system, and was designed for easy setup and programming -- with built-in
firmware that works with all gate types with no dipswitches or potentiometers to
adjust.
“The APeX Controller has been extremely well-received by our channel partners
and professional installers for its many convenient features, including plug-andplay loop detector sockets and built-in surge protection,” notes Larry Foisie, VP
of Entry Systems.
Earlier this year, Linear added new features and programming enhancements to
the Controller, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selectable Safe Anti-Tailgate Feature
Automatic Close Command if Gate is Off Limit (with Countdown)
Increased Flexibility with Run Alarm and Pre-Start Alarm
Expanded Radio Reception Range
New Auxiliary Relay Delay Functions
Enhanced Display of Transmitter IDs and Cycle Counter
Constant Pressure to Operate Feature
Selectable Shadow Loop Prevents Opening of Gate

For more information about Linear’s line of gate operators, please contact Linear
at (800) 421-1587, or visit www.linearcorp.com.
# # #
About Linear LLC
Linear LLC is a pioneer in engineered radio frequency (RF) products and is a
major supplier of wireless residential security systems, access control, intercoms,
garage door operators, gate operators, short- and long-range radio remote
controls, and personal emergency reporting systems. In recent years the
company, through acquisition, has expanded into a wide range of consumer
electronics, including whole-house audio/video distribution systems, central
vacuum systems, music/communications systems, speaker systems, and
structured wiring systems. For more information, contact Linear LLC, 1950
Camino Vida Roble, Suite 150, Carlsbad, CA 92008, 760.438.7000 or
www.linearcorp.com.
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